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4ffair a burlesque of the rosy view of the medical
profession as seen on popular T A
The vignettes of the consultant the chaplain
and the visitor have the pungencj of revue The
ward orderly acts as compere to the whole and
also as devil s advocate who maliciously destroys
the beginning of a positive relationship between a
neurotic but protective schoolmaster and the
alcoholic he Ss helping
The play has the sharp precision and comedy of
partial truth
Eugene O'Neill (1888-1953)
Although O Neul s work belongs to the firat half
of the century three of his later works had their
delayed premiere here m the fifties two of them
making a great impression
Recognised as the greatest and most influential
of American playwrights 0 Neill at his best came
to close grips with the senous issues of human life
showing man battling with a harsh environment
and with his own inner passions He was deeply
involved with his characters often the flotsam and
jetsam of humanity conceived with disillusioned
compassion and he could create the powerful
theatrical situation which rivets the audience
On the stage these gifts went far to compensate
for a looseness of structure and a dialogue which is
singularly flat poor in vocabulary and lacfemg in
rhythm His plays are better acted than read
0 Neill lacking the advantage of an American
dramatic tradition experimented with manv
European techniques before finding his own most
personal style—a faithful realism with suggestive
overtones of emotion and reflection
British playwrights like "Weaker and Alun
Owen resemble 0 Neill They also are committed
to individuals especially to working people living
insecurely Like him they reveal the subtle and
inhibiting ties that bind members of a family or
gaa, subjects which lend themselves to a similar
rather sprawling and diffuse structure and dialect
style So far they have not matched 0 Neill s
passionate and gripping intensity
The Iceman Comeih    Published 1947
In a naturalistic play whose prototype is
Gorky s The Lcnief Depths down and outs await
the arrival of the dlonysiac Hickey But Hickey
has just murdered his wife and his abortive attempt
to rouse them from pipe dreams to reality
leaves them sunk even more deeply than before
m drink and self deceit The pessimistic theme
is that of Ibsen s The Wild Dwl* and the situation
that of Beckett e Waiting for Godot
Long Day s Journev Into Night    Published 1955
An avowed autobiographical play depicts
O Neill s family on the day when his mother
(Gwen Ffrancgon Davies) relapses into drug
addiction and Eugene learns that he must leave
the doomed circle for a sanatonum As it was
there that he chose his vocation this constitutes
the one note of hope in a deeply mournful reverie
The Freudian love-hate relationships are un
folded with tender understanding
Joe Orton (1933-67)
Orton was a successful commercial exponent of
black comedy who also -won praise from serious
critics especially for his dialogue
His range is narrow and he is preoccupied with
crime perverted sexuality and violence portrayed
without inhibition as hilariously comic sometimes
with satiric effect The macabre plots give ooca
eion for a flow of deadpan repartee normally
smutty sometimes merely facetious often very
apt and funny indeed always a parody of the
would be genteel Nearly all Orton s characters
speak alike and are as undifferentiated in their
lingo as in their lack; of morality
The satire is m the form of caricature or parody
and apart from its implications it ib almost impos
able to discover in Orton any expression of human
value or aspiration It is not always easy to
discriminate between the unsavoury matter of his
plays and the expertise and aplomb with which it
is manipulated and some feel that he defaces the
image of life
 Lnlei taming M,  Sloane    1964    P
The handsome yount, wastrel Sloane already
a murderer finds a cosy refuge with Kath v
slattern of forty she smothers him with motherh
ness and sexually insatiable she seduces him from
the first night Her brother Ed a homosexual
soon employs Sloan as his chauffeur When
Sloane tries to escape their possessiveness his
brutal murder of their father puts him into their
power and they agree quite literally to share him
each having him for six months at a time
The play scores by a skilfully handled plot an
ironic poetic justice and the sly and genttel
euphemisms of the salacious dialogue and it won
the London Critics Variety Award as the best play
of 1964
Basically the plot ib that of Pmter s The Birth
day Party In both cases a man on the run is
sheltered by a slovenly older woman but here
Kath s sexuality vulgarises the situation and as she
constantly refers to herself as Sloane s mamma
and to their unborn child as his brother it is
highly suggestive of incest The kindly husband
of Pinter s play has been icplaced by the homo
sexual smart Alec Ed
Loot    1966    M    P
Helped by his accomplice a young cmnmil
secretes the loot from a burglary m his mother s
coffin This is the key situation m a macabre and
complicated farce which is also an exuberant
caricature of funeral ritual of a police which is
represented as hamhanded and venal and of
cheap detective fiction The characters are caid
board puppets manipulated by the plot and the
play is notable for the fact that vice is completely
triumphant
Crimes of Passion    1967    M
A double hill consists of The Ruffan on the
Stair 1966 Orton s first plav and TJie Li^ng
ham Camp 1967 Frequent and fussy scene
changes betray their origin in radio and television
respectively
The Ruffan on the Stair    1967    M
It is illuminating to see how Orton s first play
a grotesque and savage comedy uses the plot but
not the atmosphere of Pmter s first play The
Room (a v) Orton cuts any aura of mystery and
makes all explicit The occupants of the room
ire now Mike a criminal living with an ex
prostitute Joyce The intruder is a boy osfcen
aibly seeking revenge for his brother with whom
he had hved m homosexual incest and whom Mike
had murdered He is m fact seeking his oivn
death and provokes Mike to murder hirn by pre
tending that he has seduced Joyce
The Erinngham Camp    1967    M
A satire on holiday camps shows an uprising of
the merrymakers who eventually loll Erpingham
The ebullient parody has some highly comic
incidents
It was first projected as a film script a modern
version of Euripides TheSacdhae but was rejected
by Lindsay Anderson Euripides great play with
JTreudian foresight shows Pentheus destroyed by
revellers because he had repudiated the liberating
worship of Dionysus (See H123) Orton s sketch
completely lacks any such insight or complexity
and Erpingham meets his fate simply because he
is stiipid and dictatorial
WlMt the Sutler Saw    1969    M
A farce in a psychiatric clinic is typically Orton
m its discrepancy between decorous speech and
indecent behaviour but pace and invention flag
John Osbome (b 1928)
Osborne has considerable theatrical talent
torrential eloquence and the journalist s flair for
seizing the mood of his own generation.
All these gifts were evident m Look Sad. m
Anget 1956 CF) now well filmed and too famihar

